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PURPOSE OF REPORT:
A request for Committee to consider and approve the provision of a dedicated area of Bideford
Higher cemetery for use by the families from across the District who have an Islamic or other faith.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Cemetery Team have received an enquiry concerning what arrangements TDC has in
place to accommodate Muslim burials in the District.
We have subsequently been asked to consider whether TDC would be able to dedicate an
area of the Bideford Higher Cemetery for exclusive use by members of the community with
an Islamic faith. The request has been made by the family of an elderly member of the
Islamic community who consider that they are likely to be in need of such a provision in the
near future.
To date TDC have not received any formal applications for grave spaces for use by any
particular faith group, but in the absence of any clear provision, arrangements do need to
be considered and agreed to enable the Cemetery Team to respond to future requests in a
clear and culturally appropriate manner.
This report sets out the current arrangements that exist, the space available within the
cemeteries across the District and the options available to Members to accommodate the
requirements of those from within a particular faith group.
2.

REPORT

The recent enquiry has come from a family who are making preparations for future needs.
They have moderate beliefs and do not therefore require the full extent of burial
arrangements that a more fundamentalist faith might require. The only requirement at this
stage is the stipulation that the grave must be excavated so that the deceased can be laid
to rest facing Mecca. There are no requirements for the more specific burial arrangements
that are outlined in our current conditions as set out below.
EXCAVATION OF GRAVES AND CREMATION PLOTS GENERAL CONDITIONS
A minimum of 48 hours prior to the interment, or in the case of Jewish and Muslim
interments 24 hours, the Service Provider shall receive an instruction from a SO giving
detail of the grave to be excavated. This shall provide the grave number, date and time of
funeral, size of the coffin, casket or urn, depth of excavation and the name of the

deceased. This grave shall be fully excavated at least one day prior before the interment.
The grave to be excavated shall have been located and marked by a SO at least 48 hours
before the interment except for Muslim and Jewish burials.
Muslim Burials
The mourner group backfill, therefore the Service Provider shall provide extra shovels and
be on hand to assist if necessary
Additionally the Cemeteries Code of Working Practice also cites:
Mourner Participation
Some ethnic and religious groups require carrying out the backfilling of the grave
themselves.
There is a conflict between health and safety and customer care in this situation and it is for
the individual burial authority or Cemetery Company to assess the risk involved and decide
whether to permit mourners to backfill.
Should it be decided to permit mourners to backfill the manager or supervisor in charge
must take control of proceedings and stop backfilling at the relevant stages in order that
gravediggers can remove shoring equipment.
It is vital to the health and safety of mourners that co-operation between cemetery staff,
mourners and the Funeral Director conducting the funeral is established.
Current Cemetery Capacity
The Cemetery at Bideford currently has sufficient space for future requirements; the typical
number of burials each year would indicate that we have capacity until circa 2050.
We cannot however assess this cemetery in isolation; available space at Northam is
nearing capacity with only a few years of use remaining. Torrington cemetery is also
nearing capacity, but there is provision within the Capital Programme to acquire additional
land in the town for future cemetery expansion. Holsworthy has recently been extended and
has sufficient capacity for the medium term future.
There is space available within the overall grounds at Bideford to accommodate dedicated
areas for the burial needs of specific faith groups, but we suggest use is limited to the
needs of residents of the District to manage the overall space effectively. We understand
from enquires that we have conducted locally that North Devon Council do not have a
dedicated area within their cemeteries for particular faith groups. We also understand that
the nearest cemetery facility that can accommodate the Islamic community is based in
Exeter.
Mindful of the potential for any provision made locally to be interpreted as a destination for
the region; consideration may need to be given to limiting the use of the dedicated area to
residents of the District.
Taking all of the above into consideration, we have identified an area towards the south
eastern corner of the Bideford Higher Cemetery that could be set aside for Muslim burials.
The requirement for the decease to be laid out facing towards Mecca will require the graves
to be set in an echelon formation to achieve the orientation required without compromising
the overall total number of grave spaces available within the cemetery.

Copied overleaf are images that show the area of the cemetery to the south east corner
that could be utilised for Muslim burials. The area would need to be fenced off as a
dedicated space for this community group.
A similar area could be provided for the Jewish community lower down on the eastern side
of the cemetery.
We would recommend full engagement with the relevant community leaders and faith
groups as an integral part of any discussions on the precise details required.
3.

IMPLICATIONS

Legal Implications
There are no perceived legal implications at this stage. The graveyards are not consecrated
and as such are not set aside for the exclusive use by the Christian community. The area
identified would need to be segregated from the remainder of the cemetery, but this would
be recorded on the cemetery plans rather than as part of any formal registration.
Financial Implications
The costs associated with this work would be limited to the erection of some small scale
perimeter fencing that would be installed on a modular basis to facilitate enlargement of this
initial area if required in the future. Detailed survey and setting out work would also need to
be commissioned to accurately plot and record the spaces dedicated for the respective
community groups.
The initial set up costs would not exceed eight thousand pounds (exc. VAT) for the initial
Islamic area only. Any future requests for areas dedicated for Jewish or other faith groups
would be costed at the time of need.
Sustainability/Biodiversity Implications
None anticipated.
Equality/Diversity
Provision of burial facilities for all faith groups would be a necessity for compliance with any
current equality and diversity policies.

Bideford Cemetery South East Corner - potential Muslim Plots

Human Resources Implications
To be handled by the Estates and Cemetery Teams. Arrangements would need to be
developed to ensure the graves can be excavated and the burials can be completed within
time limits expected in most eastern cultures.
Risk Management
There is the potential for reputational damage to the authority if due consideration is not
given to the current request for Muslim burials in the District. Care will be required to ensure
members of other faiths are equally considered in due course and that the Bideford Higher
Cemetery is not identified as the regional location for the burials for all community groups.
Compliance with Policies and Strategies
Equality & Diversity.
Asset Management Plan.
Ward Member and Leader Member Views
Date of Consultation 30th May 2019
Cllr Brenton
Cllr Langford
Cllr Hodson
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The current burial procedures are in need of updating to reflect the needs of the community.
Consideration is required for the provision of burial space within the District for members of
Islamic and other faiths.
Current policies detail the actual arrangements for the burial procedures, but these require
updating to reflect the needs of society, to reduce the potential for mourner participation
and to avoid current ambiguity regarding the use of shrouds.
The current procedures do not identify dedicated grave spaces that are set aside and in the
correct orientation for those with an Islamic faith.
Sufficient space is currently available within the Higher Cemetery at Bideford to
accommodate the dedicated areas required without compromising the overall capacity of
the graveyard.
Failure to accommodate members of the Islamic community or other faith groups that seek
these particular requirements may be seen as discriminatory and could potentially damage
the reputation of the Authority.
5.

RECOMMENDATIONS

That the committee consider and approve the following:

1. That the current cemetery procedures are reviewed and updated to reflect the
current needs of the community.
2. The procedures are re-drafted to reduce the potential for mourner participation and
remove the option to utilise shrouds (all burials should be in caskets).
3. To accommodate the burial of members of other faith groups and to approve the
principle to allocate and segregate an area of the Higher Cemetery in Bideford for
specific use by the Islamic community.
4. That such provision be limited to residents of the District and be extended to other
faith groups as may be necessary in the future.
5. That all graves shall be traditional lawn graves; mound graves will not be
accommodated. Over-sized tributes and headstones will not be permitted.
6. That the full detail of the specific requirements should be developed following
consultation and more detailed discussions with the local leaders of the respective
faith groups.
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